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Apartment Galletti
Region: Florence Sleeps: 6

Overview
Nestled in the heart of Florence, Apartment Galletti invites you to experience 
the epitome of elegance and comfort. Situated on the vibrant Via Pietrapiana, 
this 120-square-meter haven reflects a perfect blend of contemporary luxury 
and timeless charm.

Recently renovated with meticulous attention to detail, Apartment Galletti 
boasts an eclectic interior with a unique and welcoming ambience. Step inside 
and discover three generously proportioned double bedrooms, each offering a 
peaceful retreat. Among them, a true suite featuring a walk-in closet and an 
ensuite bathroom ensures a perfect blend of privacy and indulgence for our 
esteemed guests.

The two full bathrooms, one with a bath and shower combination and the other 
with a shower provide a touch of indulgence, complementing the stylish 
atmosphere of the apartment. The fully equipped kitchen is a culinary haven 
with a stove, oven, refrigerator, and dishwasher, allowing guests to prepare 
delicious meals effortlessly. Modern conveniences such as air conditioning, a 
washing machine, and a Wi-Fi internet connection enhance the overall comfort 
of your stay.

The spacious living room and dining area are perfect for relaxation and social 
gatherings, offering a seamless flow that extends to two charming terraces. 
These outdoor spaces provide a delightful retreat, allowing guests to soak in 
the local atmosphere and enjoy moments of tranquillity amidst the bustling city.

Accommodating up to seven guests, Apartment Galletti is an ideal choice for 
families or groups of friends seeking spacious and comfortable 
accommodation. With two bedrooms featuring double beds, one with two 
single beds, and a single sofa bed in the living room, the apartment offers 
flexibility to suit various preferences.

You will benefit from its strategic location; this exquisite residence is within 
walking distance of Florence's main attractions, including the historic Piazza 
dei Ciompi and the iconic Piazza Santa Croce. Immerse yourself in the daily 
life of Florence as charming cafes, authentic restaurants, and enticing shops 
dot the nearby streets, creating an unparalleled experience for those seeking 
an authentic taste of Florentine living.
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Facilities
City Homes & Apartments  •  Ideal for Babies & Toddlers  •  Ideal for Kids  •  
Ideal for Teens  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  Walk to Village  •  Walk to 
Restaurant  •  <1hr to Airport  •  Washing Machine  •  Dishwasher  •  Coffee 
Machine  •  Hairdryer  •  Satellite TV  •  TV  •  Heating  •  Outstanding 
Landscapes  •  Tourist Towns & Villages  •  Historical Sites  •  Romantic  •  
Boat Trips
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Interior & Grounds
The Apartment
Interior
-  Large living room with single sofa bed
-  Fully equipped kitchen
-  Dining room
-  Bedroom 1: Double bed with ensuite and walk-in closet
-  Bedroom 2: Double bed
-  Bedroom 3: Twin beds
-  Bathroom 

Exterior
-  Two terraces

Additional Facilities
-  Wi-Fi
-  Air-conditioning
-  Heating
-  Washing machine
-  Dishwasher
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Location & Local Information
Apartment Galletti is strategically positioned in the beating heart of Florence, 
making it an ideal holiday destination for those yearning to immerse 
themselves in the city's rich cultural tapestry. Located on the lively Via 
Pietrapiana, this residence is a stone's throw away from iconic landmarks such 
as Piazza dei Ciompi and Piazza Santa Croce, ensuring that the city's 
historical charm is effortlessly within reach.

Within walking distance, guests can explore the enchanting streets of 
Florence, discovering hidden gems, quaint cafes, and artisanal shops that 
define the authentic Florentine lifestyle. The apartment's proximity to these 
cultural hotspots allows visitors to seamlessly blend into the local rhythm, 
enjoying daily doses of art, history, and gastronomic delights.

Whether strolling through the historic Piazza Santa Croce or indulging in the 
vibrant atmosphere of nearby restaurants and cafes, Apartment Galletti is a 
perfect base for those seeking an immersive and convenient experience in 
one of Italy's most cherished cities. With its central location and accessibility to 
Florence's treasures, this holiday destination promises an enchanting escape 
for discerning travellers.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Amerigo Vespucci Airport
(10 km)

Nearest Train Station Santa Maria Novellla Train Station
(2 km )

Nearest Supermarket Conad City 
(180 m)
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What you should know…
A single sofa bed in the living room offers space for a seventh guest or more flexibility in sleeping arrangements

The apartment is equipped with air-conditioning to keep you cool during summer

 The area also has several shops and supermarkets, such as the Conad via Pietrapiana and Carrefour via Carducci

What we love
Apartment Galletti, nestled on Via Pietrapiana, puts Florence's historic gems 
like Piazza Santa Croce at your doorstep!

Indulge in 120 sqm of recently renovated luxury, featuring three double 
bedrooms, two terraces, and a fully equipped kitchen, marrying modern 
comforts with timeless charm

Immerse yourself in the city's rich tapestry, with iconic landmarks within 
walking distance and hidden gems waiting to be discovered in the enchanting 
streets of Florence

What you should know…
A single sofa bed in the living room offers space for a seventh guest or more flexibility in sleeping arrangements

The apartment is equipped with air-conditioning to keep you cool during summer

 The area also has several shops and supermarkets, such as the Conad via Pietrapiana and Carrefour via Carducci
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: No security deposit required.

- Arrival time: 14:00.
Late check ins require an additional fee to be paid on arrival:
After 20:00: €20
Between 23:00 - 01:00: €35
After 01:00, no check in available until 11:00 that morning.

- Departure time: 10:00 a.m.

- Energy costs included?: Yes, inlcuded in the rental price.

- Heating costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- End of stay cleaning included?: Extra €100 to be charged to Oliver’s Travels with final balance. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra 
cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or garbage disposal required will be charged against the security deposit.

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi internet access included.

- Minimum stay: 2 nights.

- Pets welcome?: Not allowed.

- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking & Vaping are not permitted.

- Tax: Florence City Tax is €5.50 per person (age 12 and over), per night, up to 7 nights. City tax is not included in the rental rate and is payable locally.

- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, loss of personal belongings, personal liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay.


